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Executive Summary

The Covid-19 lockdowns presented enormous challenges for working people across the country but did open an opportunity to work from home that had been denied to many previously. Since the rise in homeworking, we have seen increasing literature on the benefits and drawbacks of home and hybrid working and the need for other types of flexible working to grow¹, but very little on the experiences of BME workers. This joint research between TUC and University of Kent attempts to plug that gap providing insight on the experiences of home and hybrid working through a diary study of 20 BME hybrid workers over the course of a month. Ahead of this University of Kent analysed Labour Force Survey data on access to flexible working and provided a literature review of existing research in the area.

Our research finds that access to and experiences of home/hybrid are inherently linked to other forms of discrimination at work, in this case workplace racism, and that well-designed hybrid working is essential to avoid exacerbating discrimination and also to promote equality.

Analysis done by University of Kent of 2022 Labour Force Survey data found that certain ethnic groups are less likely to be able to access home or hybrid working. Black (African/Caribbean/Black British), Chinese and other Asian, and to a lesser extent Pakistani and Bangladeshi workers, in particular men from these groups are least likely to be able to work from home. What is more the gap found ‘post-lockdown’ is more evident compared to pre-pandemic data in 2019. The TUC believes this is partly down to occupational and sector segregation as BME workers are overrepresented in roles where work from home² is not possible but also experiences of racism in the workplace compounded by flexibility stigma which means BME workers may feel less able to ask and get flexibility³.

In our diary study, participants experiences showed that stigma around home working still exists leading to negative consequences such as micromanagement and monitoring, longer working hours or feeling the need to perform digital presenteeism. In addition, both the stigma and negative consequences of it can be exacerbated for BME workers due to the

² Taken by comparing ONS data of Characteristics of homeworkers, Great Britain: September 2022 to January 2023
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/articles/characteristicsofhomeworkersgreatbritain/september2022tojanuary2023
additional experiences of workplace racism. The diary study revealed the following about the experiences of BME workers who can work from home.

- Home working was really valued by the majority of participants because of improved work-life balance, greater ability to manage caring responsibilities, more time with loved ones, improved productivity and accessibility and the majority indicated they would not take jobs without access to this in the future. This is supported by multiple pieces of research demonstrating the benefits of home working to both workers and employers.\(^4\) The TUC believes all workers who can work from home should have access to it and that it, and other forms of flexible working, are essential to achieving equality at work.\(^5\) However, the rest of our findings show that employers need to take steps to improve the experiences of home workers and that there will always be people for whom home working does not suit. Some workers will have a preference for the working in the employer’s premises, perhaps because of lack of access to home-working set up, desire to separate work and home life, or to support their mental health.

- Despite the popularity and benefits of home working, experiences of participants showed that stigma against home workers still exists, particularly in relation to perceived commitment to work and work ethic. Our participants felt this stigma was intensified or linked to their race, age or disability as well as their home working status. The workers who reported experiencing the least stigmatised views towards home workers all noted that this was due to home/hybrid working being normalised, promoted positively in the organisation and supported and used by their line-managers.

- New forms of monitoring have been introduced due to home working, for example apps/software to log start, finish and break times and excessive messaging. Our participants felt BME colleagues were more likely to be subject to monitoring in comparison to White colleagues, showing how negative practices associated with home working could be applied more heavily to Black workers.\(^7\)

- The study provides support to the idea\(^8\) that home working has potentially led to people working harder and longer, for example cases of people working late into the evening, missing breaks, working in commuting time, constantly being available or using home working to cope with increasing workloads. Participants shared that this


\(^7\) The TUC uses the term ‘Black workers’ to indicate people of colour with a shared history. ‘Black’ is used in a broad political and inclusive sense to describe people in the UK who have suffered from colonialism and enslavement in the past and continue to experience racism and diminished opportunities.

happened due to excessive workloads, availability of phones and laptops at home, but also due to the need to prove their worth due to negative perceptions of home workers. Participants shared that this was heightened for BME workers as negative perceptions of home working exacerbated feelings of insecurity and vulnerability in the workplace caused by workplace racism. Working longer hours or acts of presenteeism could therefore be more common for BME home/hybrid workers as flexibility stigma and racial discrimination intersect.

- Participants shared that working from home provided respite from the racist comments they experienced in workplaces\(^9\). Home working will not resolve workplace racism and is not a replacement for effective anti-racism and inclusion work by employers. Instead, this highlights an important but often missing part of discussion about the benefits of office working, which is whether BME workers feel safe and included in working environments, both in workplaces and when working from home. Further, we need to consider what kind of workplace we are asking BME workers to return to and whether all workers are included in socialising and collaboration which are highlighted as key benefits of going into the workplace. Home workers will also experience workplace racism and exclusion, for example participants shared experiences of not being invited to meetings, being spoken over in online meetings, having their seniority questioned and being excluded from decision making. However, online tools had allowed BME workers to create wider networks across geographically dispersed larger organisations, connecting them to other BME workers.

Given our research found that flexibility stigma and associated downsides of hybrid working can be disproportionately felt by BME workers, it is essential that employers take action to ensure that hybrid working is implemented in inclusive ways and address workplace racism. Home/hybrid working supports equality, provides benefits for employers and many workers have strong preference for it. Therefore, the solution is not to prevent home working but to have good policies, practices and cultures to support its use. Employers should focus on ways to normalise flexible working, making it the default way of working across all jobs, provide appropriate training/guidance and conduct equality monitoring. Employers must ensure that whilst flexibility is normalised, home working should still be voluntary and not forced. They must also take steps to address workplace racism, including establishing comprehensive monitoring systems and strong policies for dealing with racism at work. A full set of recommendations for employers and unions can be found at the end of the report.

---

\(^9\) Similar finding was found in Future Form. (2022). Leveling the playing field in the hybrid workplace online: Future Forum/Slack.
Introduction

Genuine flexible working can be a win-win arrangement for both workers and employers. It can allow people to balance their work and home lives, is important in promoting equality at work and can lead to improved productivity, recruitment and retention of workers for employers\(^\text{10}\).

The Covid-19 lockdowns presented enormous challenges for working people across the country but did open up an opportunity to work from home that had been denied to many previously\(^\text{11}\). Enforced home working during lockdown periods has now been followed by adoption of hybrid working in many workplaces. In Q4 2019, 6.8 per cent of the population said they mostly worked from home, rising to 22.4 per cent in Q4 2021\(^\text{12}\) and dropping slightly to 21.1 per cent in Q2 2023\(^\text{13}\).

We know home working is popular amongst working people. TUC research in 2021 found that more than nine out of ten (91 per cent) of those who worked from home during the pandemic want to spend at least some of the time working remotely\(^\text{14}\).

The growth in home working has seen benefits for many, making it easier to balance work and care, reducing commuting time, spending more time with family, removing barriers to work for disabled workers, older workers and workers with caring responsibilities\(^\text{15}\), giving working people more time for learning and helping to improve productivity. Yet it has also raised challenges, with potential for longer working hours, blurred boundaries between home and work life and poor working environments\(^\text{16}\).

---

https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/articles/characteristicsofhomeworkersgreatbritain/september2022tojanuary2023  
https://doi.org/10.1177/0018726717713828  
\(^{20}\) Fan, W., & Moen, P. (2023). Ongoing Remote Work, Returning to Working at Work, or in between
As workers and employers adjust to new working arrangements, we have seen increasing literature on how to introduce hybrid working successfully but also pressures from some employers and government to push people back to the office, despite overall preferences to have access to home working\(^7\). However, there has been little research on BME workers’ experiences of flexible working in general including home and hybrid working. Therefore, the TUC has worked with the University of Kent to undertake research into Black workers’ access to and experiences of flexible working. This report looks at hybrid and home working. We believe this is important to ensure that flexible working and by extension workplaces are more inclusive for Black workers.

\(^{17}\) Sasso, M. (2023, June 22nd 2023). In returning to the office, one gender is rushing back faster than the other. Fortune Magazine. https://fortune.com/2023/06/22/return-to-office-rto-men-vs-women/
Methodology

This research has been undertaken in partnership with the University of Kent. We wanted to understand Black workers’ experiences of home and hybrid working, to develop recommendations for practical actions that unions and employers could take to improve experiences of hybrid working and implemented it in inclusive ways. We therefore took a qualitative approach, running an online diary study with Black workers.

We ran an initial recruitment survey for people to express an interest in taking part, advertised through TUC affiliated unions, organisations that campaign on flexible working and social media. We received 102 responses and from that 27 people were selected to take part in interviews to assess their eligibility for the research. 24 people were chosen to take part in the research of which 20 completed the research project.

The research project ran from 5 June 2023 to 5 July 2023 and participants were asked to upload responses to 12 tasks over the course of the month relating to hybrid working. The responses were uploaded to a mobile app in the form of video, notes or pictures. Throughout the month more information was gained through chat functions in the app.

Information on participants

Of the 20 that took part:

- Six were men and 14 women;
- Two were based in the East of England, six in London, one in the North West, two in Scotland, three in the South West, one in Wales, one in the West Midlands and four in the Yorkshire and Humber;
- All participants identified as BME. Seven identified as Asian/Asian British, six as Black/Black British, six as Mixed Race and one from another ethnic group;
- Nine participants identified as disabled; and
- Eight participants had children under 18 and four had other caring responsibilities.

Their employment arrangements were as follows:

- All were employed full time.
- 18 had permanent contracts and two were on fixed term contracts.
- All worked in organisations that employed over 250 people.
- All but one were a member of a union.
- One worked in accounting and financial management, two in charity/third sector, one in education, four in financial services and insurance, two in health and social work, eight
in public administration, defence and social security, one in service centre and one in utilities.

- Eight had line management responsibilities.

Their flexible working arrangements were as follows.

- All stated they worked in a hybrid pattern and three stated they also worked compressed hours, 14 had flexi-time arrangements and one had a mutually agreed predictable shifts.

- Hybrid patterns varied. Six spent 80 per cent or more of their time at home, four said they worked 60 per cent of time at home, one worked 50 per cent at home, three spent 40 per cent of their time at home, one spent 25 per cent of time at home and five said their hybrid pattern varied and they were free to choose where they worked.

- 19 participants had a workplace arrangement/policy that allowed them their working pattern and of this 19, five had also requested additional or different flexibility. One participant’s flexibility was due to an individual contractual request.

- Of the 19 that had a workplace policy, 16 said this had been introduced as a result of Covid-19.

In addition to the diary study, the University of Kent produced a literature review summarising existing material in connection to BME workers experiences of flexible working and analysed data from Q2 2019 and 2022 of the Labour Force Survey, published by the Office for National Statistics.

**Limits of the research**

It should be noted that those who took part in this research were self-selecting. Those keen to speak to a researcher tend not to be those with the most difficult experiences. In addition, as participants were self-selecting and recruited mainly through TUC affiliated unions, employees in the public sector, in particular public administration, and union members were overrepresented in the study.

Due to the size of the group taking part and requests for anonymity, we have not provided a descriptor of participants next to quotes unless relevant to the analysis.
BME workers’ access to home working

University of Kent’s analysis of Q2 2022 Labour Force Survey data found that when comparing all BME workers to White workers there is no difference to in the percentage of people who have access to home working but that there are differences amongst ethnic group and gender. As Figure 1 shows Black (African/Caribbean/Black British) men (17 per cent), Chinese/other Asian men (21 per cent) and Pakistani/Bangladeshi men (23 per cent) are the least likely to state that home is their main place of work. Amongst women there is a similar pattern as it is Black (24 per cent) and Chinese/other Asian (25 per cent) women who are least likely to report that their home is their main place of work. Across the board, women are slightly less likely to state their main place of work is home compared to men. Although amongst ethnic groups where home working is least reported, (Pakistani/Bangladeshi, or Chinese/other Asian, or Black African, Caribbean, Black British), women are slightly more likely to say they work from home most of the time although the difference is not statistically significant.

Similar patterns are found when looking at those who have reported working from home at least one day per week (see Figure 2). The percentages are much higher overall, but it is again Black (African/Caribbean/Black British) men (27 per cent) and Chinese/other Asian and Pakistani/Bangladeshi men (33 per cent) who are least likely to be able to access this form of flexibility.
The University of Kent also looked at the data by parental status\textsuperscript{18} and found that parents are slightly less likely to report that home is their main place of work compared to the overall population even though we may assume that those with caring responsibilities may need and want flexibility more than those without\textsuperscript{19}. Again, similar patterns are found with Chinese/Other Asian (19 per cent) and Black (African/Caribbean/Black British) (14 per cent) dads as the groups least likely to report that home is their main place of work. Again, women from these ethnic groups are also the least likely to report home as their main place of work in comparison to mums from other ethnic groups (23 per cent and 21 per cent respectively), as seen in Figure 3.

\textsuperscript{18} Defined as those who have a child under 18 living with them.
Figure 3. Work from home as main place of work across ethnicity for only parents. Note: Percentage score based on the questions related to workers’ main working place.

Figure 4 shows similar patterns when looking at parents who have reported working from home at least one day in the last week. Black (African/Caribbean/Black British) mums (31 per cent) and dads (26 per cent), Chinese/other Asian dads (33 per cent) and mums (30 per cent) and Pakistani/Bangladeshi dads (33 per cent) are the least likely to report this.

Figure 4. Work from home at least one day in the past week across ethnicity for only parents. Note: Percentage score based on the questions related to workers’ working place in the past 7 days.

Finally, Figures 5 and 6 show the changes in the proportion of workers working from home as the main place of work for all workers (Figure 5), and men and women separately (Figure 6) in 2022 compared to 2019. Firstly, we can see that there has been a general increase in the number of workers who work from home since the pandemic. However, the rate of increase differs between different ethnic groups – again with Black (African/Caribbean/Black British), Chinese/other Asian, and Pakistani/Bangladeshi workers seeing the slowest increase
in the rate of homeworking, compared to other ethnic groups. Figure 6 indicates that this was especially visible amongst men. The pandemic seems to have led to a larger gap between ethnic groups with regards to their homeworking practices.

The data therefore shows that the rise in homeworking practices was not equal and there are some ethnic groups consistently losing out on access to home and hybrid working - Black (African/Caribbean/Black British), Chinese and other Asian, and to a lesser extent Pakistani and Bangladeshi, and in particular men from these ethnic groups. The TUC believes this is partly down to occupational segregation. BME workers are overrepresented in three of the four occupations with the lowest rates of home or hybrid working:
elementary occupations, sales and custom service occupations and personal service (sales and custom service)\textsuperscript{20}. However, further analysis is needed to understand this by different ethnic group.

In addition, the University of Kent also conducted the same analysis where they controlled for a number of different factors including size and sector of company and occupation, and similar results were found meaning it is likely that this difference in access to home working is also down to workplace racism. BME workers may feel less able to ask for flexibility potentially due to the fear of negative career consequences associated with flexible working\textsuperscript{21} or other negative repercussions. Timewise research\textsuperscript{22} also found that 61 per cent of BME workers said they would consider making a flexible working request from day one in a new job compared to 48 per cent of White workers, with regards to the changes made in the new day one right to request legislation\textsuperscript{23}. Timewise state this may be indicative of BME people currently feeling unable to speak to managers about adjusting their working patterns. In fact, over a third (37 per cent) of BME workers said they would not feel comfortable talking to their current employers about changing their working pattern compared to 28 per cent of White workers. The myriad of structural and institutional racism that BME workers face for example being more likely to be in insecure work\textsuperscript{24}, more likely to be unemployed\textsuperscript{25}, more likely to face disciplinary procedures\textsuperscript{26}, more likely to be overlooked for promotion\textsuperscript{27} and face more scrutiny at work\textsuperscript{28} means it is likely that BME workers will feel unable to ‘rock the boat’ by asking for flexible working which is still seen as an awkward request by many employers.

**Conclusion**

As seen above both occupational segregation and racism in the labour market impact BME workers access to home working. Data reveals there are still stark differences in access between ethnic groups and whilst home working has grown overall, the difference between ethnic groups widened over the pandemic. A request-based system will often mean that those with protected characteristics lose out due to the discrimination they already experience as they are more likely to lack bargaining power at work. Flexible working must therefore be normalised as the default way of working for everyone, not just in roles in that

\textsuperscript{20} Taken by comparing ONS data of Characteristics of homeworkers, Great Britain: September 2022 to January 2023
\textsuperscript{22} Timewise. (2023). 1 in 2 UK workers would consider asking for flex on day one of a new job. London: Timewise
\textsuperscript{24} TUC. (2020). BME women and work. London: UK Trades Union Congress.
\textsuperscript{25} Ibid
\textsuperscript{26} Ibid
\textsuperscript{27} Ibid
can be done from home, and the structural and institutional racism that causes unequal power relationships addressed.

**Existing research on BME workers experiences of hybrid working**

University of Kent conducted a literature review of existing research on BME workers experiences of home and hybrid working, which found significant gaps in research with what does exist being largely US based. What does exist has looked at experiences of racism, belonging and exclusion, impacts on career, monitoring and surveillance and wellbeing and future preferences. This section summarises existing research.

**Experiences of racism whilst working from home**

The TUC report Still Rigged outlines examples of structural, institutional, and everyday racism that Black workers experience across the economy. There is some evidence to suggest that home working changes people’s experiences of everyday racism, for example a survey of US adults in 2022 found that 47 per cent of BME women when asked about their anxieties around returning to work were worried about dressing for work and some qualitative evidence on a reduction in experiences microaggressions whilst working at home. Concerningly though, there is evidence around increased experiences of harassment, for example a study of tech workers in the US showed an increase of harassment, including racial harassment whilst working from home and the section below shows how exclusion continues.

**Sense of belonging and exclusion**

Not surprisingly, research has shown a mixed picture of people’s experiences, with home working providing the potential for increased sense of belonging but also the continuation of exclusion. A survey of 5,000 US workers who work from home/remotely found that Black workers had the biggest increase in sense of belonging comparing May 2021 and August 2022, from 24.2 per cent to 31.4 per cent and for Hispanic and Latinx workers this had increased from 27.3 per cent to 30.2 per cent. There was also a significant increase in the proportion of Black workers who agreed with the statement “I value the relationships I have...”

---

with my colleagues” over the period where home and hybrid working became more common from 69 per cent in May 2021 to 81 per cent by November 2021.\(^{33}\)

Contrastingly, a survey carried about by Microsoft found that Black and Latino workers in the U.S. reported more difficulties building relationships with their direct team (19 and 18 percent, respectively, compared to the 12 per cent national average) and feeling included (21 and 28 per cent, compared to a 20 per cent national average).\(^{34}\)

### Impact on careers

One of the biggest barriers in taking up flexible working arrangements is workers’ fear of potential negative career consequences due to flexible working.\(^{35}\) This may be especially true for BME workers who may already experience discrimination such as questions against their work commitment, motivation and productivity. In fact, a survey in the UK by Fawcett\(^{36}\) found that 52 per cent of BME people agreed with the statement “I would like greater flexibility in my work but am worried about the implications for my career” compared to 40 per cent of White respondents. This potentially highlights the higher standard to which BME workers are held to progress at work, and the negative ways flexible working can be perceived by employers are compounded for BME people due to additional experiences of racism. In the same survey, 35 per cent BME respondents agreed that “working flexibly has a negative impact on promotion and pay”, compared to 27 per cent of White people.

On the other hand, homeworking may provide BME workers more opportunities at work. One survey of US adults in February 2022 found that 52 per cent of Black workers believed that working from home is better than working in the office when it comes to advancing in their careers and 63 per cent of Black workers said that they feel more ambitious when working from home versus the office.\(^{37}\) Although interviews of BME workers in the US in 2020\(^{38}\) found fears of isolation and reduced advancement when working from home.

### Surveillance and monitoring

The pandemic and the rise in homeworking has also led to an increase in the use of surveillance systems by employers. According to Migliano & O’Donnell\(^{39}\) the global demand for employee monitoring software increased by 80 per cent in March 2020 compared with the 2019 monthly average, with many becoming more invasive in terms of...
what data is being gathered of the worker. Previous TUC research shows that BME workers are more likely to be monitored at work in comparison to White workers, with one in three (33 per cent) Black workers reporting all their activities in the workplace were monitored, compared to less than one in five (19 per cent) White employees. Although this is across all workers, not just those working from home. The same poll found that a third of all respondents who only work from home thought their employer monitored their devices such as emails, browser history and typing. No further breakdown across ethnicity was given in the data.

**Impact on wellbeing and work-life balance**

Looking at the impacts of home working on wellbeing and work-life balance. There is a wealth of literature that discusses the positive well-being outcomes of flexible working for workers, including job satisfaction, and work-life balance, yet studies that examine the difference between different ethnic groups are rare.

**Preferences for the future**

One clear pattern that is observed in the existing literature is that BME workers have a high preference for working from home. Previous TUC research found that 89 percent of BME workers in the UK who were working from home during the pandemic would like to continue to work from home in some form in the future. This is similar to findings when asked of other groups of workers. A poll of 5,444 UK employees conducted by the Business in the Community in November 2021 found that one in three (32 per cent) ethnic minority workers have left or considered leaving a job due to lack of flexibility, compared with just 21 per cent of White workers. The same survey notes that 50 per cent of BME workers have noted that caring responsibilities have prevented them from applying for a job or promotion, compared to 40 per cent of White workers, implying that BME workers may higher unmet care needs and therefore the need for flexible working.

As we can see from the literature of experiences of hybrid working, there is very little on the experiences of BME workers in the UK compared to the US. From the UK, we do know that there is a strong preference for some form of home working but that there are potentially greater fears around the impact flexible working can have on careers and the potential for increased monitoring and surveillance of BME workers. The literature review informed the design of the diary study.

---

40 TUC. (2021). BritainThinks online survey of 2,209 workers in England and Wales between 14-20 December 2021, based on nationally representative sample.
Findings

In this chapter, we summarise some of the key findings of our digital diary data focusing on key themes that emerged including the benefits of hybrid working, flexibility stigma and impacts on monitoring, overwork and presenteeism, experiences of racism and home working, exclusion and isolation when working from home and good practice.

Benefits of hybrid working

There was a strong sense from participants that home and hybrid working had brought clear benefits to both their personal lives and work. These can be grouped into productivity, work-life balance, and accessibility of work.

Productivity

Productivity was one of the largest themes in the research overall, with the theme of productivity tagged 48 times and participants generally associated hybrid working with improved productivity due to the reasons cited below.

Reason 1: Better able to focus

One of the most common reasons participants cited for improved productivity was being able to carry out focused work at home and not be distracted by noise and interruptions as they are when in the workplace. This is supported by wider research on home working, which finds that people experience fewer distractions when at home45.

I find that I’m able to focus so much better because I’m not being distracted by all of the office sounds and everything else that’s going around me.

However, this wasn’t a universal experience and one participant talked about being distracted at home by her partner which resulted in working late into the evening and preferred being in the office where there were less distractions.

Reason 2: Working at more productive times

Some also said that working at home gave them the flexibility to work at times where they were more productive, for example one participant said they could start work at 7am as they were “an early starter”. One participant’s experience also demonstrated how working from home and use of online meetings could improve an organisation’s ability to provide its service. Hosting remote meetings meant this participant was able to meet clients when they finished work whereas previously face to face meetings always had to be held in office.

Not having to commute or be at a set location meant workers could flex their hours to be more productive.

**Reason 3: Making best use of home and office**

Many participants said that working in a hybrid manner allowed them to take advantage of what is best done at home and best done in the office and were able to structure their tasks around their location to work more effectively.

>A way to productively work in both settings, so in person I find it great to be able to connect with staff and to have in person meetings. But at home, I really value being able to work independently, and especially when I’m writing... it’s definitely a better setting than being in the office.

**Reason 4: Greater collaboration with people in different geographic locations**

Participants mentioned that home working and gains in technology had made it far easier to communicate with and get to know people in other sites. People spoke positively of the time this saved but also the increased number of relationships they were able to build which improved their work. This is important when thinking about how employers ensure collaborative working which can be achieved both online and in person.

> We’re based in different locations... we would perhaps, you know, catch up on the phone once a week or face to face once a month, but working from home on the Teams, it’s a lot easier to communicate and meet with each other and share ideas of what we need to do and what is expected.

**Work-life balance**

The majority of participants felt that hybrid working had a good impact on their work-life balance. This was largely because participants used breaks and what would have been commuting time to spend time doing things they enjoyed. In addition, not being tied to strict 9-5 workplace hours meant people were able to flex their hours, for example start earlier in the morning or finish later in the day, to better balance work and life whilst still doing their working hours overall. Improved relationships with family and loved ones came out as one of the biggest themes.

> It has allowed me to be present in the house, be visible to my kids, be able to do pickups and drop offs, attend my child’s assembly. I can quite flexibly do that and pick up whatever I’ve missed later on in the evening or earlier the next day. It’s made a huge difference to my life, to my wellbeing. **Woman, living with children**.

> Working from home has really improved my relationships with family as it’s so much easier for me to visit them after work, or even pop by for lunch. Most of my family live less than a half hour’s drive away (I live alone), but leaving the office at my usual time generally means that by the time I’m home it’s too late for me to pop by (particularly my relatives who are not in good health).
As well as being able to attend key milestones in children’s lives and see their children more, one participant specifically talked about how flexible working had supported their ability to manage childcare and the costs associated with this. Her remote working allowed her to work close to childcare when previously she had to get taxis between childcare and work at the end of her shift saving her about £40 each time.

Another theme was increased time spent resting, doing things they enjoy, or being able to manage domestic labour, such as chores, doctors’ appointments etc. alongside working as opposed using weekends or annual leave to carry them out.

> It used to be the case that if I needed to... arrange an [GP] appointment... I would have to ask for like maybe some time off. Whereas they’re all local to me here, I can just do it. Come back half an hour later and continue working and there's minimal disruption.

> The vacuum cleaner is because being able to spend breaks / lunch time keeping on top of chores doing small errands means that it’s easier to manage home life. This means that weekends aren’t spent catching up from having a lack of time in the week.

Participants also noted the positive impact that home working had on their physical health including stress reduction and more time to exercise.

> I've picked this photo of my garden as I spend the time I would've spent commuting outdoors enjoying nature and looking after my plants. I find that getting out in the garden is brilliant for reducing my stress levels - as is not having to deal with a hectic commute every day!

> If I wasn't able to WFH I would spend 4 hours travelling a day minimum. WFH has allowed me to start looking after my health and train for and complete a 5k charity run.

The benefit of not having to commute everyday was mentioned frequently by participants including the time they gained back and having more energy for work and home life. However, there were mixed feelings amongst participants as to whether working from home saved them money. Some did say that not commuting saved money, but others mentioned increased costs associated with food, energy bills, internet, and equipment to work from home.

**Accessibility and inclusion**

Participants also talked about how home working had made working more accessible. Home working has the potential to ease the burden on carers, in particular women who
shoulder the majority of care. This chimes with previous research which has shown that increased flexibility would help to reduce gender pay gaps⁴⁶.

Another theme that came out strongly was the accessibility of home working for disabled participants. Nine of the final 20 who took part in the study identified as disabled. This included making it easier to attend medical appointments alongside work, being better able to manage anxiety and sensory impairments, and how technology has improved accessibility for some.

As an introverted extrovert with some anxiety having calmer days at home helps me manage sensory input a bit. Disabled participant.

Think for me in terms of accessibility... working from home has actually made the materials are more accessible for me, so that’s linked into actually having equipment and the IT and the technology to support me. Disabled participant.

This tallies with multiple studies that have shown that home working can be an important reasonable adjustment for disabled workers⁴⁷. Although, it is important to note that home working will not be beneficial for all disabled workers, as demonstrated by one of our participants.

I actually have a few mental health problems, so I feel like working from home hasn’t helped me at all, because I’m always on my own. So, I’ve struggled a lot. Disabled participant.

Due to the range of impairments, people’s preferences and working styles, workplace-based working may be more suited to some. Employers should therefore not assume ways of working for disabled workers, especially as if imposed, home working can present significant risks to disabled people⁴⁸.

The popularity of hybrid working was also shown in preferences for the future. 17 of the 18 participants who responded stated they wanted to remain working in a hybrid pattern and one participant said they would like to return to a workplace full time. 14 participants also said they would be reluctant to take a job in the future that didn’t offer flexible working and/or that flexibility would be essential when job searching.

The reluctance to move jobs without flexible working arrangements demonstrates its importance in recruitment and retention for employers. Participants also noted that

---


flexibility should be something discussed in the recruitment stage and should be available to everyone from day one in the job, rather than something that is earned over time. Other participants stated they would like more security around their hybrid working, for example for it to be in their contract rather than a workplace policy. The quote indicates that this links to the continued stigma that we see around flexible working.

There's always that kind of underlying kind of thought and it's kind of looming over you that you know at some point you could be called to come back into the office five days a week. Even though my role is not a customer facing role and it is, it has been said before that working from home is a privilege and not a right.

**Conclusion**

As seen in this section, hybrid working is now an expected part of work in certain sectors and has clear upsides for workers, which they may be unwilling to give up and is key promoting equality at work, which is supported by other research. The section on productivity also demonstrates the benefits that home working can have for employers, as well as a more diverse recruitment pool\(^49\), maintaining staff morale and improved retention. Employers should therefore see hybrid working as part of their work to improve workplace wellbeing, productivity and equality. Viewing hybrid working as beneficial for all means negative views of it are likely to be reduced and workers will be better able to access flexible working arrangements without fear of negative outcomes. It is important to remember however that home working is not suited to all and should therefore be voluntary and not imposed. The next section of the report explores the stigma that still exists about hybrid working and how it intersects with racial discrimination at work.

**Flexibility stigma and impacts on monitoring, overwork and presenteeism**

**Flexibility stigma**

Flexibility stigma is the negative views managers and co-workers have towards workers who work flexibly\(^50\). Research shows that home workers are considered not as committed or motivated compared to workers who come into the employer’s premises and are therefore perceived as not as productive, despite evidence showing links between home working and productivity\(^51\). This is closely linked to the ideas that managers tend to perceive workers who are in close proximity to them more positively\(^52\), and can result in homeworkers being

---


excluded from development training, mentoring and other opportunities. This is why homeworkers in some instances have been shown to experience negative career outcomes compared to those in a workplace\(^53\).

Flexibility stigma was one of the most common themes mentioned and the majority of participants acknowledged that there is a stigmatised view against homeworkers as lazy, not productive, not as committed to work and unprofessional compared to those who come into the workplace. This was despite the fact that the majority of participants felt that homeworking had boosted their productivity. The quotes below are examples of what participants had heard from colleagues in the past/previous week;

> It's just like, oh, it (homeworking) must be nice... you can just relax and enjoy the weather and stuff... it's that assumption that, you know, it's really relaxing if you work at home. And it's just like we have pressure just as much as everybody else.

> it was absolutely seen as lazy to prefer to work from home. ... the managing director specifically said she wanted to see bodies in the office to prove that people were working.

Participants experiences implied that working from home was purely for the benefit of the ‘work shy’ individual. They also identified that that the stigmatised views against homeworkers intersected with different characteristics, most commonly their race and age. They felt that discriminatory views, in particular views around BME and young people not working hard enough, contributed to and exacerbated negative views of their home working. The first quote shows how home working can contribute to experiences of racism in the workplace. This mirrors other research which shows that BME workers often have to work twice as hard to be noticed at work and are less likely to be offered promotion opportunities\(^54\) and common opinion that young people don’t work as hard\(^55\).

> I can recall an occasion when someone at work (my line manager) in Teams chat had said 'is XXX still in bed?': It was 9:45 and I was making my way into the office and a number of trains were cancelled that morning. I didn't bother to comment back on the remark however I soon learnt that many of true words are spoken in jest as microaggressions.

> Work from home tend to be the 'prissy younger generation' who don't know a day of hard work and think logging into a laptop from home is an actual job.

**Consequences of stigma**

The next section looks at common themes came through that were connected to, and in part due to, the stigma of home working.

---


**Monitoring and micromanagement**

Previous TUC research shows that BME workers are more likely to be monitored at work in comparison to White workers. One in three (33 per cent) Black workers reported all their activities in the workplace were monitored, compared to 19 per cent of White employees\(^56\). The same poll found that a third of all respondents who only work from home thought their employer monitored their devices such as emails, browser history and typing.

One prominent theme in our study was excessive monitoring or micromanagement that some of the participants had experienced in their current or previous roles. Whilst this behaviour can be found in multiple different workplaces and jobs, for some, it felt like it was a direct consequence of working from home. The quotes show how these practices led people to feel distrust, spied on and undervalued.

> In branch we used to have a rota but it wasn’t extreme like this one as if you were not back from lunch at the exact time it wouldn’t show up on any MI. It’s more so now as we are working from home that they monitor our every movement.

> [An app] is stored in our mobile from work, every morning you have to bleep in and then you bleep out at the end of the day…. When you have a break you choose the option and want to break… you press end of the break. If you going to the office, you will bleep into the office by scanning a QR code as you enter the building…. [it] was introduced this year [2023] and most of the response was negative, it takes a while to get used to it, people feel spied on and we tend to forget to log in and out.

> I would say every hour [that my manager checks in]. Beside my manager there are team[s] who monitors [if] staff are logging in every time. My manager check on me through [a programme] where I login and logout. [It] reports or shows whatever I am doing…. If I am on break or lunch I must show on [it].

> When you go on break and for any reason you stay longer than a minute after your break time, you get an e-mail saying why did you overstay on your break by one minute…. I would use the word petty because in the course of our work there are times when we stay longer than our shifts.

The above quotes show examples of where software is used to monitor people, but other participants also shared things like frequent messaging, increased number of meetings and phone calls, for example:

> And I think that was probably why some of the project managers I worked with in that previous [job] did take it a bit too far with messaging every day for updates. Because in the office, they’ll be able to just get up from their desk, walk over, be nosy and look at my screen, and then sit down and feel satisfied that I’m still working.

Like this quote, participants also shared their experiences of being watched in the workplace, for example comments from other colleagues on how often they go to the toilet/take breaks, looking over people’s shoulders at their work and a general feeling of “people breathing down my neck”. They noted that home working provided a welcome relief from this, but it seems that in the absence of this more informal monitoring, some

---
\(^56\) TUC. (2021). BritainThinks online survey of 2,209 workers in England and Wales between 14-20 December 2021, based on nationally representative sample.
employers have introduced new and potentially more intrusive ways of monitoring such as apps, software and excessive messaging. This has also happened alongside a rise in new technology to monitor workforces overall\(^{57}\). Participants identified that the excessive nature of it in part stemmed from managers feeling a loss of control and distrust when workers can’t be seen.

Participants also shared that they felt BME workers are monitored or micro-managed more than White colleagues and provided examples of behaviours where they felt this would not have happened if the colleague had been White.

\[
\text{I had to call off sick from work due to anxiety and work stress especially with the non-challenge attitude of my manager and non-empathy shown. He expressed that he’ll be checking in regularly to see when I’ll be fit to return to work. I felt this was not the approach he would use if I were to be a white employee.}
\]

\[
\text{And I think the other danger in there is some managers you know deliberately or easily invoke some of those tools and selectively and negatively against some and obviously who do you guess would be the most affected by that because... in my experience, my observation and other people’s experience in conversations, [it’s] people like me, BME [people].}
\]

One participant also stated that whilst they hadn’t experienced it themselves, they felt that organisations needed to introduce mechanisms to safeguard against micromanagement and bullying of BME staff given that home working can exacerbate this behaviour. This quote is in the context of home working, but micromanagement and bullying of BME staff can be experienced in all environments and therefore employers must take steps in all areas of the work.

\[
\text{We discourage this attitude to micromanagement and really, really picking on people because to me that’s an element of microaggression. It’s an element of bullying. [but] here is still a problem around microaggression micromanagement. Using Microsoft Teams to check when somebody’s at their desk, when somebody’s perceived to be working and that is something that needs to improve..... companies need to have safeguarding mechanisms and make sure that hybrid working doesn’t extend into bullying and exclusion.}
\]

Greater monitoring is also concern because previous research by the TUC\(^{58}\) shows that BME women are more likely to be unfairly disciplined. Increasing in monitoring is not only an invasion of privacy and creates distrust but could also lead to cases of unfair disciplinary action or greater consequences for BME workers.

**Flexibility paradox, presenteeism and the need to prove your worth**

Despite views that home workers are not as hard working, several studies have shown that when workers work from home, they tend to work harder and longer with work

---


encroaching on their personal lives\textsuperscript{59}. This "Flexibility Paradox"\textsuperscript{60} was observed in the study. We found that close to two thirds of participants documented some experiences of overwork and long-hours work whilst working from home.

Home workers tend to work harder and longer hours for different reasons\textsuperscript{61}. Previous research shows that this includes employers using the blurred boundaries between work and private life to add additional workloads, and that the provision of flexible working is seen as a 'gift' from employers which puts an obligation on employees to work harder in return\textsuperscript{62}. This can especially happen when flexible working is not normalised across an organisation. Thirdly, it can be due to flexibility stigma. As it is assumed that flexible workers are not as committed and productive, workers work harder and longer to compensate for such biased views. Finally, it can also be caused by workers wanting to succeed and do well at work, but this is also driven by the competition that workers feel to stand out in an insecure, individualised labour market where workers have weak bargaining power\textsuperscript{63}. Therefore, working long hours is used to compete and protect career and job security.

**Long hours**

We saw evidence of work intensification in the study for example starting work early and not logging off in the evening. Others spoke of not taking as many breaks at home, compared to when working in the employer’s premises where there were natural breaks due to speaking to colleagues, getting coffee, socialising with colleagues etc.

\begin{quote}
We work too many hours especially when working from home as you tend to forget to take a break. Also not having to travel to work I tend to log in as early as 8 and sometimes don’t log out until 6pm.

Rather than taking the lunch breaks that I am allowed to take I often find myself working through lunch and eating at my desk....Whereas in the office it seems you are able to take lots more breaks - go out for lunch and even coffee in one day.
\end{quote}

From some of the quotes, it also seemed that participants viewed homeworking as a tool to manage increasing workloads. This shows that without policies in place, there is risk for employers to exploit the ability to work longer days by piling on more work.


\textsuperscript{60} Chung, H. (2022). The Flexibility Paradox: Why flexible working can lead to (self-)exploitation. Policy Press.

\textsuperscript{61} Ibid


Last night I was on my computer until 12:00 o’clock at night. This morning I woke up at 8:00 o’clock to start again, the heat and the claustrophobia. Just I’m just become frustrated today. It’s I’ve got so much work to do and I just can’t keep on top of it.

There was evidence that working long hours was possible because of access to work equipment. This was regularly compared to when working in the office where respondents noted that it was or would have been difficult to keep working late into the evening/night.

At home so you can’t really cut off from work. Sometimes you are tempted to log on after hours or on a weekend to catch up on emails and messages whereas if we were in the office we wouldn’t be able to do that.

This picture is of my laptop on my sofa when I have been working late. It depicts a struggle I have with finding a cut off point between work and home and the imbalance I experience in this particularly when working from home. It(homeworking) makes it difficult to set and keep after work plans with friends and family because I get carried away with work. I think this is largely because the laptop is just there it feels like the work day doesn’t really end as it would if you were to leave a computer and desk in an office.

Especially if you hear an email or message come through.

Participants also shared that working long hours felt like an expectation as they were working from home and something they did to prove themselves for career progression to the detriment of their wellbeing. This expectation to work longer hours and be more available was presented in contrast to a general acceptance of people engaging in other activities when in a workplace for example socialising and coffee breaks. Previous studies demonstrate that there is a belief that such behaviours when done in the office is assumed to be included as working hours64.

When the body has absolutely had enough, laptop goes to the side, usually in sleep mode rather than off because I would have been in the middle of something. And often then, I would just sleep in the sofa. This is not required of me, and I am trying to get out of it now, but it started as a necessary regular thing where I had to make the impossible possible......

Previously too, it would be for additional responsibilities I took at work that required work time, but I did not ask for time for, doing work training at home, and taking additional learning for a possibility of career progression that still hasn’t happened anyway etc. Then the amount of work you fit in becomes a pattern, and setting no boundaries becomes the norm.” “When working solely in person, you can’t stretch your hours of work beyond what it is, and you can’t be tasked for your

non-work hours when you’re not there (in the office). But working from home allows that.

I feel that there is a slight expectation of people working from home to work longer hours because we’re so near our desk - often I miss my lunch, take spontaneous calls at awkward times or respond to emails late at night because of this. I think in the office there's that physical boundary of leaving your desk to eat lunch or go home which means people don't request you as much as when you're at home.

**Digital presenteeism**

Another pattern we observed in many entries was around the workers feeling the need to perform digital presenteeism – the need to be always on and always available for work. Participants felt a need to provide constant evidence of working and there seemed to be a hyper awareness of online presence. This was most commonly mentioned through examples of taking your phone on breaks and using Teams status to show your availability, which seemed to equate to be seen at your desk. The second quote also shows how colleagues were using such systems to monitor homeworkers, with an assumption that if not ‘available’ via Teams that workers were not working again demonstrating flexibility stigma.

My final picture is one of me during my walk on a 'break' from work... having taken my work phone! I find that I struggle with feelings of guilt if I ever leave my desk from working at home. This isn't something I do if I'm in the office - I don't take my work phone with me and I'm non-contactable. I think this worry and perception stems from the idea that people who work from home 'aren't actually doing any work' and so to prove the point I take my work with me, to the detriment of having actual time to switch off and give my mind a break - when I am perfectly entitled to.....This may or may not be directly caused by the projections of others or merely a result of a few years of negative experiences and circumstances where I have been made to feel this way by colleagues - almost institutionalised and internalised perceptions that are now affecting my home working habits.

Sometimes I have to work from a separate laptop so it shows me as 'away' on Teams, when I am just working elsewhere. A message was posted by a colleague into one of the work chat Teams chat asking if I was watching TV or had switched off for the day as a joke.

Digital presenteeism also took form where workers updated managers and colleagues regularly about exactly what work tasks they were doing, which as seen in the quote below was directly related to the stigma around working from home.
I do make sure that when I’m in the office and if I am leaving early to come home and make my colleagues aware that I will be working when I get home so as to avoid any assumptions that I’m going to go home and put my feet up and not be working. As you know there have been slight comments before about going home and you know only working half a day (in the office).

**Intersection of stigma and racial discrimination**

The quotes above demonstrate how home/hybrid workers work longer hours and enact presenteeism due to the availability of technology but also as a way to compensate for any potential bias against home workers’ and their work capacity and to overcome any potential feelings of insecurity about their role and job.

Our study also found that the pattern of overwork and digital presenteeism cannot be detached from workplace racism. Participants talked about how they need to justify what they are spending time on or ‘prove themselves’ was heightened for BME staff to ease any negative views against work commitment and productivity. The quote below demonstrates how this had become part of the normal working experience for some participants.

> I do (think that BME workers have to communicate more to their managers/colleagues than white workers). I kind of forgot I do that because it’s so automatic now. In my career so far I’ve been the only mixed race/black woman on the team, so I’m used to constantly communicating what I’m working on, how it’s going, etc, so that people know I’m capable.

The following two quotes also demonstrate how participants felt that overwork and long hours was driven by feels of insecurity in comparison to White workers and that taking on additional work and working longer hours was a tool to try and gain career progression and recognition.

> I feel like we have to justify it more than our white colleagues....in terms of I think how secure we feel in our roles plays a big part in it and I think going forwards. You know we have to to, as with anything, I think we have to prove our worth a little bit more than say our white colleagues in terms of our productivity and how we do.

> I didn’t sign out till about 2:00 AM, which is very common with me and just from experiences of being and feeling vulnerable. And this is not from speculation, just from how the work system has responded to that, to myself directly or to someone I know. You have you kind of feel the need to do, or have had the need to do much, much, much more in order to be safe and feel fairly treated....So I have developed about the negative habit of having to work to the overall workload which never would clear, but then feeling a need to clear it, ... Rather than working according to my work hours that I’m paid for, that I’m expected to do.

After sharing this, the same participant acknowledged that the long hours were a way to make up for the perceived failures of herself and people like her, who when asked she said were BME workers (see quote below). She acknowledges that she works longer hours to counteract any discrimination that might be happening. She had also shared an experience of being unfairly dismissed at her previous workplace and with patterns of bullying and
aggression at work where her work contributions and commitment were questioned, showing how the trauma of racist experiences at work carry on to new roles and impact behaviour.

It (long hours) was the way of making up for failures, other’s failures, that I felt the need to compensate for, lest it is made my failure. And that was exactly what was attempted in the end, except I was safeguarded against it.... I and others like me have previously been made to perform more tasks than were required, like being asked to do things more number of times than is required.

**Conclusion**

In this section, participants’ quotes demonstrate how flexibility stigma and the views that home workers as not as committed still exist and intersect with racial discrimination that BME homeworkers experiences. This applied to not only the stigma itself, but the negative practices used by employers as a consequence. Participants felt that BME workers were more likely to be monitored or micromanaged working from home, which is supported by wider research on monitoring of BME workers and gave examples of new monitoring technology implemented as a result of home working.

Whilst overwork exists in many roles, our participants’ experiences showed that home working has potentially allowed for a pattern of overwork. Feeling the need to ‘prove yourself’ through presenteeism and long hours when working from home are intensified for Black workers who face the double burden of flexibility stigma and racism around their work ethic. In addition, home working and the availability of technology has provided a mechanism to work longer hours when BME workers feel they need to prove their value to overcome negative views of home workers and discriminatory views. Home working should not result in work intensification. Actively removing stigma and other negative connotations connected to home working by normalising flexible working and providing workers with better protection against overwork, discrimination, and excessive surveillance/monitoring will help reduce this.

**Experiences of racism and home working.**

This section looks at the experiences of racism that participants shared usually in relation to racist comments. Often workplace racism is wrongly reduced to either a series of random one-off events and/ or the implicit attitudes and unconscious biases of an individual. However, workplace racism, including racist comments or microaggressions, are the manifestations of structural and institutional racism and in addition work to reproduce racial inequality in the labour market.

**Home providing safe spaces from racism**

Throughout the duration of our digital diary study, participants shared stories of racism above and beyond those that intersect with bias against home and hybrid workers. Whilst some participants shared past experiences, entries also related to things that had happened.

---

in the past few days. Experiences included racist remarks from colleagues about appearance, the pronunciation of their names, questioning individual’s seniority and other comments that marginalise BME workers, forcing dominant working cultures as the professional standard in the office66.

A white colleague made a passing comment/joke’ that they would be sitting at the other end of the office away from the ‘loud ones’. the people being referred to were all of colour.

The white instructor said ‘I don’t know where to begin on how to pronounce your name, can I call you Laqeesha’ as a ‘joke’ to a black colleague on the call.

Called ‘my Indonesian friend’ by a colleague.

When I go into the office and introduced to new colleagues, I find that they assume I’m a lot more junior than I am – for instance when I met someone last week and said I worked in the team I’m in they said ‘you’re an admin officer right?’... I think this is tied into my identity as a black woman.

This led to many of our respondents to change their behaviour to avoid racism or to have their performance evaluated fairly by their managers.

This perception came about a few years ago when my manager... He mentioned about how cultural impacts might have impacted my performance- he was referring to his perception of me being deferential. Since then, I noticed the need to behave more like White people (i.e. being confident, working to get noticed etc) to succeed at work, more so in my current work.

I cannot bring my whole self to work or that I have to put some sort of front up so that I can act and perform in the way that makes my white colleges most comfortable.... It has made me feel like a fraud or that I’m not being true to who I am, and it’s making me question myself introspectively.

Given the comments above it is not surprising that some participants noted the safety and comfort that home working provided them, allowing them to avoid these experiences of racism or step away from the incident when it happens.

So I would say it [working from home] actually helps to create that balance cause if you kind of feel like the atmosphere in work is toxic, you still find your space when you come back home to work from home.

...the racism, if I do face it, is short bursts of it on Zoom meets, MST meetings and that kind of thing, and I can just park it and I get on with my work. So in some ways it’s actually quite beneficial. So, if I experience racism, it’s there it’s not in front of me. I don’t have to face it every day, if that makes sense, if I’m not going into the office... so I just get on with things.

I am able to step away from micro aggressions and racist behaviour compared to being in the office. From past experience where I felt there has been racism it’s been very difficult to challenge it knowing that I would need to face those members of staff daily.

It would be ignorant to think that home workers do not experience racism as they are impacted by institutionally racist policies and practices as well as comments. Workplace racism cannot be solved by increased home working and increased working from home must not replace the urgent need to address racism in the workplace and the reasons for workers feeling marginalised or unfairly targeted at work. However, as there are wider conversations ongoing about the balance of home working vs the workplace, an important but often missing part of this discussion is whether BME workers feel safe in working environments, both in workplaces and when working from home, and what kind of in person workplace we are asking BME workers to return to. Our participants indicated that home working could provide respite from the mental and physical toll racist comments can have demonstrating the essential need to tackle this and the root causes of it. In addition, an often-quoted reason for being in workplaces is for socialising, collaboration, or culture building but the benefits of this may be limited for people who don’t feel part of the culture to begin with.

Women taking part in the study also referenced how working from home made their lives easier in relation to appearance. Research by Fawcett found that BME women were more likely to change aspects of themselves at work in comparison to out of work. 39 per cent of Black women of African heritage surveyed said that had changed their hairstyle ‘a great deal’ or ‘quite a bit’ at work, compared to 17 per cent of White women. Three of the women taking part in our study specifically reference appearance and that working from home meant they thought less about it. Their quotes demonstrate how the constant negotiating of dominant cultures takes time, mental effort and creates discomfort.

I’m not dressing up for work… there’s extra preparation when I’m going into work. **Woman participant.**

I get to spend more time with the kids by saving on the commute time and time spent dressing up for work. **Woman participant.**

Working from home helps me bring my full self to work because I feel more comfortable and familiar in this safe environment. I feel more able to dress how I would like, wear my hair how I would like and act in an unrestricted/masked way. **Woman participant.**

The experiences of racism that BME women shared were often in relation to appearance, including the quote below and one participant sharing how BME workers are continually told their natural hair does not look professional.

---

One situation (in a previous job) was coming into the office with my hair in box braids...one coworker kept asking if my braids were painful, did they hurt. Later that day when I had a headache from being in non-stop meetings, I was asked again if I was having a headache because of the braids 😂 Moments like that highlight the very real possibility that I’m the first mixed/black woman they’ve worked with closely, and that makes me uncomfortable. **Woman participant.**

**Racism in online spaces**

Racism also takes place when working from home and in online spaces, and our participants shared examples of this. A frequent theme that came up was feeling like their voices were not heard in online spaces, which is similar to reports of racism in physical workplaces. There were examples of our participants being spoken over and their authority and expertise being questioned more often in comparison to White staff.

I often pass for white in person, so unless somebody knows my name, they might assume I’m white...Over email and IM, where people only see my name but not my face (as a white-passing person), I experience more microaggressions around my name, repeatedly misspelling or muddling first name and surname.

I noticed something this week again where I am left off emails and in meetings only my colleague who is white is referred to.

I was on a couple of calls where some participants did not know me where I felt ignored and constantly spoken over – with all questions directed to two non-BAME member of my team who were also in attendance. Even when my team members (both 3 grades my junior) came to me for validation of their answers, further questions were directed to them.

However, a specific theme that also came through was how online meetings could contribute to inclusionary communication and some participants felt online meetings had made it easier for them to voice opinions and feel heard in the workplace. Chat and hand raise functions in particular were mentioned as mechanisms people used to circumvent social dynamics that left them feeling unable to. At the core of this is building inclusionary practices into day-to-day communication and interactions whether these be online or in person.

I’m fairly junior, am told I’m soft-spoken, and recognise that my gender likely feeds into this too, but I do feel that White colleagues of the same age and gender aren’t talked over as often as I am. .....Much easier to participate in online meetings, things are much more equal in terms of getting a turn to speak (putting a virtual hand up is very easy, but putting actual hands up in an in-person meeting isn’t done), and I don’t have the burden of e.g making sure I sit opposite the meeting chair so I have a chance of catching their eye so they can help create space when I would like to speak. I really make use of the chat function too to add points here and there. I feel a lot less self-conscious when attending a virtual meeting and am thus able to concentrate better and participate more than when in-person. **Woman, 25-34.**
I find it easier to raise a point as I can always put it in the comments section if there isn’t time so others are aware or raise a hand so there is some order in who speaks next. Woman, 35-44.

The hands up function that for me has been really beneficial in terms of making sure that I am able to contribute in meetings and that my voice is heard. Usually sometimes in person, I feel like I have to be a bit quieter or I can’t speak out because of various different negative stereotypes but the ability to sort of be able to have my voice heard in that kind of way has been really beneficial. I think in a room full of white colleagues, I feel like I have to act a certain way, or that my feelings and thoughts and ideas and opinions are never really heard as loud as theirs... So that’s something that’s really helped me in terms of gaining confidence in myself and actually being able to contribute to discussions. Woman, 18-24.

Many of these comments came from BME women, and some from younger women showing how intersections between race, age and gender impact experiences of discrimination at work.

**Conclusion**

An important but often missing part of the discussion about benefits of being in a workplace is whether BME workers feel safe in working environments, both in workplaces and when working from home. Our participants indicated that home working could provide respite from the mental and physical toll racist comments can have, in particular for BME women around appearance, demonstrating the essential need to tackle this and the root causes of it. However, examples of how racism pervades all working spaces, including home, were also shared.

**Exclusion and sense of belonging when working from home**

As part of the study, participants talked about their sense of belonging to an organisation as hybrid worker and linked to this, experiences of exclusion or inclusion with co-workers and managers.

**Line management practice**

One of the prominent themes that came through was participants relationships with their line managers and many shared exclusionary experiences. Participants shared cases of meetings being arrange without those working from home, line managers not scheduling one to ones, not having access to information that those in the workplace had, being excluded from work allocation and managers not being as available to people working at home compared to those they saw in person. A common theme that came up was that managers were too busy to provide the line management support people needed.

_We’re supposed to have regular one to one conversations and that hasn’t actually happened... Conversation we had earlier this week was the first one in maybe 3 months.... Also, I work from home a fair bit, she also goes into the office a lot more_
than I do. So, I think compared to colleagues that go into the office, she probably has a lot of face to face interaction. So, I probably miss out on that.

To be honest, I never felt checked in on and actually I would have liked him to check in on me more. That's both when working from home and in the office...... I think part of that reason is because I work in a really busy environment where he would be in back-to-back meetings basically all day.

You’re capable of doing so much more but you’re not given an opportunity to do that. And yeah, working from home is harder to show to my manager because there's only so many emails and messages you can send to say if you want to do this, you want to do that, or I can help with this task, I can help with that task. But then your manager’s too busy for you, so you don’t really get anywhere.

Coupled with the section on racism and homeworking, the exclusion of workers manifests in different ways whether that be not being invited to a meeting, excluded from email chains, not being listened to, spoken over or not checked in on. Again, we can see how exclusionary practices associated with home working could be intensified for Black workers, who in addition experience exclusions due to their ethnicity.

The prioritisation of people in the office that some experienced demonstrated the need for managers to think more purposefully about communication. If managers are not conscious of how they communicate with those at home, it could lead to cultures where those who prefer or need to be working from home due to protected characteristics are facing exclusion. In addition, it can lead to people feeling like they have to go into the office to gain access or feel the need to work longer hours or perform presenteeism when homeworking to compensate.

**Relationship with colleagues**

One of the biggest negatives that participants discussed was feeling isolated from colleagues, problems with forming friendships and reduced socialising.

> Working from home, kind of doesn't signify a sense of belonging to anything apart from a family home... working from home doesn't give you a sense of belonging other than the team MS chat ... I also am building up relationships whilst in the office but these are taking longer than if we were in work 5 days a week.

> Before because everyone almost everyone lived locally or communal distance, it was quite common to like to go out for a meal, some drinks or something, socialise after work. And yeah, I built up a bit of a community. That doesn't really kind of happen to the same extent anymore.

Respondents mentioned that they felt maintaining relationships built prior to the pandemic was much easier than building new ones. In addition, the ability to meet up and socialise with colleagues was often mentioned as the reason why participants go into the
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workplace. Some mentioned that the specific effort that people made in the pandemic to maintain a social connection had been lost in hybrid working and not replaced by anything new.

*Friday afternoons were a common time to bond socially with colleagues [before the pandemic]... [During the pandemic when everyone was working from home] colleagues made an extra effort to stay in touch and management organised virtual team building events such as quizzes etc. Covid is now thankfully long gone and hybrid working is the norm - these virtual sessions have also disappeared but the Friday social is no longer a spontaneous event.*

However, many participants also said that home and hybrid working had supported socialising with colleagues, and this was largely because as it was not taken for granted that you would see people all the time, so people made more of an effort.

*Having that distance, it makes it a bit more special, when we do get together. And it means that I had to make, you know, greater effort to make sure I communicate with them because I don't see them all the time.*

For some, homeworking, and with-it online meetings, have provided more opportunities to engage within their employer and colleagues, especially to those who may have had difficulties in attending meetings outside their office spaces may it be due to caring responsibilities or an impairment.

*Belonging improved as I get to attend more events ... hybrid means... that opportunity to connect with people regardless of where they are. That ability for me to join different events. It's actually improved since the organization has committed to hybrid working.*

The ability to bring geographically dispersed workers together may have especially benefitted BME workers’ sense of belonging. This was because this allowed for greater representation of BME workers which enhanced workers’ feelings of belonging. There were several entries where respondents spoke of how homeworking has allowed for a wider network of people to get together especially with regards to BME groups. Many of these were set up in response to the murder of George Floyd and the Black Lives Matter Movement. This allowed BME workers to build larger support networks and to see more BME workers across the organisation.

*I don't feel like I'm one of a very, very small number of non-white people in my immediate area, I feel like I'm one of several non-white people across the organisation - I don't feel alone.*

**Conclusion**

This section demonstrates how organisations need to think carefully about how to communicate with workers and support socialising and collaborative working to ensure that hybrid work does not result in an atomised and isolated workforce. However, it again shows the potential for technology to bring groups, including marginalised groups, together that should be supported by employers.
Good practice

The previous sections of the report have largely outlined practices connected to home and hybrid working that need to be improved upon. Throughout the study individuals also provided experiences of good practice and suggestions for what should change outlined in this section of the report.

Normalisation of flexible working

The first good practice that was mentioned very often was the normalisation of flexible working. The workers who were less likely to report that there were stigmatised views towards home workers all noted that this was due to home/hybrid working being normalised in the organisation.

Most people work from home at least once a week, so yeah, I’ve never heard anything about people saying those that, you know, on the days people are working from home, they’re lazy or they’re less productive, you know. In fact, most of what I’ve been hearing is that, you know, people feel they’re more productive when they work from home (because they save a lot of time commuting).

Participants mention of the importance of leaders and managers working from home to change the perception of homeworkers. Many workers who felt that they were being supported by their managers when working from home were cases where the managers themselves were working from home and/or understood the benefits of home working. Contrarily, those who found that homeworking is stigmatised, and or led to exclusions from projects, meetings, and further engagement with their managers were the ones where the respondent’s manager and colleagues favoured office based working and did not understand the benefits of home working. This shows the importance of offering flexibility as the default across job types and pay levels, including senior managers to avoid flexibility stigma.

I can’t recall, and during this study haven’t once consciously heard anyone say anything negative about homeworkers. I think because everyone works hybridly...There’s truly no expectation for anyone to go in. I think it’s almost modelled by our leadership and they do it [work from home] as much as anyone else.

In addition, teams who had clearer policies that set out homeworking, especially where homeworking was a default and there was clearer communication, such stigmatised views were less observable. Therefore, one of the first good practices to make hybrid working more inclusive is to normalise it with clear communication of the benefits from the top and throughout the organisation. Stigmatised views around homeworkers can exacerbate workers’ tendency to let work encroach on private time, with tendencies to over work, and perform digital presenteeism. Normalising flexible working can help to prevent this to the

benefit of both workers and employers. Flexible work should therefore be open to all, with flexibility the normalised default position in a workplace, rather than a perk reserved for a favoured few or a gift afforded to some.

**Trust and autonomy**

Participants who said they felt trusted by their line manager correlated with those who had more positive experiences of home working. This was in contrast to experiences of micromanagement mentioned earlier.

> I feel completely trusted that I am able to get on with my work and there’s a mutual understanding that I am able to approach my manager if I ever feel overwhelmed or require any help with my work..... I think that’s something that can have a detrimental impact if you’re working from home and you don’t feel like your employer trusts you.

> In general, I do feel like I’m trusted and you know, not micromanaged at all. My time is quite flexible as well....It’s a trust based system, [and] works quite well really, because most people get quite a good deal out of flexible working.

Five participants noted that their feelings of trust were related to having clear, agreed, realistic expectations of them in their job and that there wasn’t need for monitoring or micromanaging because it would be apparent if work was not being done whilst they were at home. This is similar to a survey of working mums by the TUC in lockdown, which showed that clear communication from managers on expectation of workload was key to successful flexible working

> We set clear communications, clear goals and clear expectations.

> In terms of my work, I think it’d be quite apparent if I was not there or not working because I’m on video calls all day anyway.

The transparency of agreed outputs meant that many workers felt trusted to carry on with work and therefore excessive scrutiny was not needed. In addition, where there were agreed outcomes and outputs, participants tended to be less likely to overwork, perform digital presenteeism and there was less pressure to be ‘visible’ as a way of seeking approval from managers and colleagues. Outputs should be agreed between workers and employers and not imposed to prevent overwork and pressurised working environments.

**Supportive line managers**

Participants provided examples of what they felt was good communication and support from their line manager. The importance of one-to-one meetings with line mangers, line mangers being available when they themselves were working from home, understanding different communication and working styles and inclusive meetings so everyone can attend regardless of where they work were all mentioned. Purposeful meetings that helped to
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reduce workload, were focused, supported collective problem solving, provided support and guidance in achieving work and kept people connected were valued

Although she works from home, she's always very visible, very communicative, very approachable online.

Sharing in tasks the team meeting also serve for us to update [on who] is doing what, so that we don't end up duplicating on tasks and updating on where things are and getting updates from you know management knowing what to prioritize etc. So that kind of helps us to connect and checking on one another.

Know your staff and then know what they need and support them at the right level. It works.

When workers are coming into the office, catch ups and support/mentoring may have happened more impromptu and naturally in the course of the work day. As more workers work from home, this becomes more difficult and managers need to intentionally build in time to provide catch up meetings and mentoring with homeworkers without slipping into micromanaging.

Keeping in contact doesn’t mean micromanaging. It’s about the clarity and support and ensuring the necessary provisions are made for the working from home to work.

**Cultivating a sense of belonging**

Participants seemed to be supportive of methods to increase sense of belonging. Some methods mentioned were intentional group catch ups to allow workers to socialise with one another, messaging forums, socialising and engagement with groups on in office days rather than just meetings and providing workers with time for socialising. Many said the purpose of an in-office day was to do more planning and idea development work, to discuss future plans or other things that could be better delivered in person, for example mentoring or training.

Participants had also shared how home working had supported connection, for example many said that online meetings had allowed for wider networks of BME workers to be built. Being able to meet other BME workers across offices geographically enabled a stronger sense of belonging. This could show the importance of employers allowing and supporting the set up of affinity groups and networks for BME staff.

As seen above, there were also examples of inclusive online meetings. However, to ensure these positive aspects are reaped, chairing must be done in a deliberate way to ensure everyone's voices are heard, for example acknowledging and responding to comments made in chat functions and using hand raise tools consistently in online meetings, and ensuring that in-person voices are not prioritised when conducting hybrid meetings.

**Understanding of equality issues**

Some of our participants mentioned that a good relationship with their line manager was influenced by not experiencing discrimination or having positive responses to equality issues, for example reasonable adjustments sorted quickly.
Participants also talked about the benefits of managers role modelling flexible working and sharing the benefits of it. Respondents who shared these generally had good experiences of working from home and correlated to those who felt their organisation supported their home working even if they had issues with individuals or line managers.

*We have quite a few storyboard type scenarios from various staff who have been home working for while. Having real life experiences from diverse backgrounds e.g. ethnic, disabled, part time etc I think has helped support the benefits of home working.*

*So in my work people are pretty [relaxed], it’s not ever an issue if someone has like one of their kids on the camera for a little bit. That happens regularly even if people are more senior.*

**Providing practical support**

Many participants also shared the importance of employers providing equipment to ensure safe and productive working. The equipment provided by employers tended to vary with good practice examples, where employers had purchased an almost full suite of equipment including apparatus to ensure a safe working posture and screen set-up. There was then a spectrum through to two examples where employers had only provided staff with a laptop. The two participants with little equipment were also those where flexibility stigma was very apparent and both shared experiences of pain whilst working.

The above summarises the examples of good practice in the study and participants preferences for hybrid working and how it should be structured.
Conclusion

Since pandemic lockdowns there has been a steep rise in home and hybrid working. This study aimed to examine the potential benefits and problems of home and hybrid working for BME workers. The research finds that access to and experiences of home/hybrid are inherently linked to other forms of discrimination at work, in this case workplace racism.

Data analysis show that, although we see a general rise in homeworking practices of workers across all ethnic groups, there were some groups where the increase stalled compared to others. This was mostly Black (African/Caribbean/Black British), Chinese and other Asian workers, and Pakistani/Bangladeshi workers. This was especially true for the men in these ethnic groups.

Occupational segregation and racism in the workplace impact BME workers ability to access home and hybrid workers to start with and when they do work flexibly, experiences of it intersect with workplace racism. Home working was highly valued by our participants and there were clear benefits for both workers and employers with regards to enhanced productivity, well-being, and work-life balance. However, their experiences show that negative attitudes towards flexible workers still exist potentially leading to micromanagement, monitoring, overwork long hours and the feeling the need to perform digital presenteeism. This was disproportionately felt by BME workers due to the intersection of flexibility stigma with racism.

The study also highlights how home working has impacted on feelings of belonging at work and highlights the need for employers to take proactive steps to ensure exclusion does not take place. But to also harness some of the benefits that remote working has permitted for example connection amongst BME workers across a larger geographically dispersed workplaces. Our participants provided a wide range of good practices that allow for a better use of homeworking practices. Based on these and other findings, the final section of this report provides recommendations for employers and unions on how to achieve inclusive and positive hybrid working. Further research is needed on BME workers experiences of different types of flexible working arrangements.
Recommendations

Based on participants’ experiences and previous TUC work on flexible working and racism in the workplace, the TUC recommend the following for employers and unions when implementing hybrid working. In the recommendations below, we state all policies should be negotiated with a recognised trade union. Where there are not recognised unions, employers should consult with their workforce, ensuring that the workforce has the opportunity to respond collectively and anonymously to the issues raised. This requires ensuring that the workforce can discuss the issues collectively and independent of management, and that they can feed back to management through representatives elected by the workforce.

Employers

1. Employers should implement policies and practices to normalise flexible working.

To reduce stigma associated with flexible working, it must be normalised and seen as default from day one. Employers should do this by:

i) ensuring everyone who’s job can be done from home has the option to do so, yet home working should not be imposed. Where a role cannot be done at home, other forms of flexible working should be considered, and possible options made available so everyone benefits from flexible working;

ii) considering the full range of flexible working for each job role and including possible options in job adverts with the successful candidate able to take it up on the first day of the job;

iii) ensuring flexibility is offered as the default across job types and pay levels, including senior managers. It should also be offered to all workers, not just those with caring responsibilities or disabled workers as such targeting can lead to further stigmatisation;

iv) ensuring that where possible flexible working is available through collective policies agreed with the recognised union, for example hybrid working policies, team rostering, flexi-time policies, in addition to the right to request;

v) and where flexible working is requested, implementing a positive policy that goes above the legal requirements. The TUC has information and guidance for union reps on what a good flexible working policy should include.

vi) communicating clearly that flexible working is a policy that benefits both workers and employers, by enhancing productivity, worker recruitment and retention, well-being and other outcomes.

Where hybrid working is available, workers should have an opportunity to change their arrangements, for example having the opportunity to return to full or partial office-based
working should they so wish. Any contractual change related to hybrid working should be negotiated with the recognised trade union and should be offered to workers who would like a permanent contract change rather than relying on a workplace policy.

2. **Employers should ensure the right support is offered and ways of working adjusted to support hybrid working including:**

   vii) offering training to line managers to support effective and equitable management of staff who work remotely and guidance for all staff in hybrid ways of working for example chairing hybrid and online meetings.

   viii) guaranteeing home workers have the same access to employer funded training, development and mentoring opportunities.

   ix) ensuring communication methods enable hybrid workers’ full and equal participation and contribution in all areas of work life and allow workers to collaborate. This includes meetings between colleagues, supervision sessions, one to one meetings with line managers and provision of information. Mechanisms must be set up to ensure that hybrid workers are not disadvantaged through being cut out of information exchanges between office-based workers. This is particularly important for team leaders and line managers.

   x) ensuring workers are trusted to do their job and judged by their ability to carry out their role rather than by when and where they work. This is supported by having clearly set out agreed outputs between line managers and workers in place. These should be agreed and not imposed to prevent overwork and pressurised working environments, which can potentially be exacerbated by flexible working\textsuperscript{72}.

   xi) negotiating right to disconnect policies with trade unions. Workers must have the right to disconnect from work to establish a decent work-life balance with an understanding that workers’ rest helps productivity\textsuperscript{73}.

   xii) supporting more organised ways for staff to socialise and building a more inclusive culture for staff to come together regardless of work location.

3. **Employers should include flexible working as part of their work to achieve greater equality and monitor this. Employers should:**

   xiii) include flexible working as part of plans to reduce the organisations ethnicity, gender and disability pay gaps.

   xiv) ensure home and hybrid working are valid reasonable adjustment options and used as needed by disabled workers. Employers should not assume certain ways of working for disabled people but work with them to put in place well thought through and appropriate adjustments. Employers must ensure that they comply with their positive
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\textsuperscript{72} Chung H (2022) The Flexibility Paradox: Why flexible working can lead to (self-)exploitation. Bristol: Policy Press.

and proactive duty to make reasonable adjustments for disabled workers regardless of their work location or pattern.

xv) put polices in place to ensure workers are not subject to discrimination or disadvantage as a result of their hybrid/home working.

xvi) ensure their approach to hybrid working is effectively promoting equality by carrying out workforce monitoring to highlight any differences of experience of flexible workers, including pay, progression, access to training and development opportunities, recruitment, retention and discipline and grievance. Employers should disaggregate this data for different equality groups and consider it when looking at what steps need to be taken to close gender, ethnicity and disability pay gaps.

4. Effective hybrid working for everyone cannot be achieved without also addressing workplace racism. Employers should:

xvii) work with trade unions to establish a comprehensive ethnicity monitoring system covering ethnicity pay-gap reporting, recruitment, retention, promotion, pay and grading, access to training, performance management and discipline and grievance procedures.

xviii) work with trade unions to establish targets and develop positive action measures to address racial inequalities within the workforce.

xix) ensure they have strong equality, diversity and dignity policy that explicitly includes zero tolerance of racism.

xx) make it clear that they will support all staff who raise concerns about racism and act to protect staff who are subject to racial abuse.

xxi) ensure there is a simple method for BME workers to report racism at work, and make sure that BME workers feel confident that complaints about racism will be taken seriously, acted on and dealt with satisfactorily.

xxii) ensure that all staff know that workers who raise concerns about racism will not be victimised for doing so.

5. New technology introduced for hybrid working should be transparent and negotiated through a trade union. Employers:

xxiii) should ensure it is clear to people when technology is being used to make decisions about them at work. The way in which these decisions have been made must be easy to explain and understand and there should be enough information available to workers to ensure that they can trust technology will operate fairly.

xxiv) should negotiate collective agreements on the introduction of new technologies and data, including any workplace surveillance and monitoring, before they are implemented to ensure worker’s interests are respected.
are encouraged to adopt the values set out in the TUC AI manifesto: Dignity at Work and the AI Revolution when considering the use of AI to manage people. This is important to ensure no discriminatory algorithmic decision-making is taking place.

6. **Home workers must have the same access to union activity. Employers should:**

   xxvi) provide paid time to attend union meetings and if individuals are elected as a union representative, provide access to facility time and facilities and ability to undertake any duties and training required.

   xxvii) ensure to follow the Acas code of practice for time off for trade union duties and activities for all workers regardless of where they work.

7. **Where hybrid/home working is agreed, employers should provide and maintain the equipment necessary for home workers to work safely and effectively. Employers should:**

   xxviii) ensure equal access to technology and equipment at work for all.

   xxix) recognise that workers will experience inequalities in their homes, for example, the amount of space and furniture available to them. Equipment should therefore include all items needed by these workers not just IT equipment, to facilitate a good working environment.

   xxx) recognise that working from home can come with additional expense as costs are passed from the employer to the worker. Employers should provide support towards additional costs associated with home working.

8. **Employers should not only meet regulatory health and safety obligations but promote decent work practices and standards agreed with the workforce. Employers should:**

   xxxi) conduct risk assessments for those working from home accompanied by a trade union health and safety rep, with the agreement of the worker. These should include both physical and mental health.

**Unions**

Trade unions should:

9. work with employers to review flexible working policies and practices and should negotiate for collective agreements on flexible working that take account of the above recommendations. Trade unions are best placed to ensure the needs of employers and preferences of staff are reconciled through constructive dialogue and negotiation.
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10. ensure flexible working is seen as a collective bargaining priority given its popularity.
11. train reps in negotiating for flexible work policies and supporting members with flexible working requests. TUC provides courses and guidance on this.
12. train reps in organising hybrid workforces, where members may be spread across different locations and working different hours.
13. ensure that home and hybrid workers have the same access to union activity, including the same opportunity to stand for union positions.
14. monitor the impact of flexible working and negotiate for any necessary changes in the future.